NYU Steinhardt
Department of Teaching and Learning
invites you to

THESIS PRESENTATIONS
M.A. in Environmental Conservation Education

December 11, 2017, Monday, 5-6:50 pm *
East Building, 239 Greene Street
3rd Floor Main Conference Room (Room 302)

Boyd, RaeJean Janay
"Evaluating the Role of Time Spent in Nature on Addiction Recovery"

Brown, Eve Rayna
"Investigating Language and Vegan Stigma"

Golomb, Sophia C
"Evaluating Theory and Outcomes of the Teen Advocates for Sustainability (TASC) Corps"

Hoch, Anna Elizabeth
"Building Future Environmental Stewards. Investigation of Cognitive vs Affective Domains"

Mariscal, Teresa
"Benefits of Hiring High School Students in Community Gardens: GrowNYC Case Study"

Noah, Rebecca
"Is a Park an Ecosystem? Creating a Sustainability Index for Urban Parks"

Rivera-Rosado, Monica
"Canary in the Coal Mine: Assessing Climate Knowledge in Puerto Rico"

Robinson, Jenea Cherelle
"Using Coconut Fiber to Isolate Sea Squirts (Molgula manhattensis) in Oyster Cages"

Sander, Nina
"Investigating Gender vis-a-vis Extreme Weather Events"

Schlein, Samantha Winnifred
"Empathy, Nature, and Narrative in Children's Books"

Tosteson, Sonja
"Non-formal Nutrition Education in Grocery Stores"

note: no break in between
* some food and refreshments will be served.